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Abstract 

Engaging with reflections on improper urban vocabularies, this paper proposes a translational 

turn to foreground dialogues – rather than equivalences – between languages. Drawing on the 

philosophies of language and hermeneutics, I adopt “the fusion of horizons” as an alternative 

perspective to redefine translation where different languages encounter each other. To better 

capture global urban experiences, we should recognise the role of translation that exposes us 

to strangeness and alterity. This point is elaborated with heterogeneous names of the urban 

frontier, which inform us how and how far appropriating gaps/distances can initiate creative 

and unexpected dialogues for more global urban studies.  

 

Keywords: urban studies, epistemology, hermeneutics, comparative urbanism, urban 

frontiers, China 
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Introduction 

Wangjing (望京) was a rural settlement located outside Beijing dating back to the Liao 

Dynasty (916-1125 CE). In the 1990s, amidst the rapid urbanisation process of the city, 

Wangjing was designated as one of Beijing’s new urban frontiers: a place in which to 

develop high-tech industries and the first “middle-class residential compound” (Fleischer, 

2010, 39). It is with this transformation that Wangjing was selected by Fleischer as the field 

site for her study of what she called “suburban Beijing” in the early 2000s. If someone pays a 

visit there now, however, s/he may wonder if it has anything to do with (popular imaginations 

of) suburbia at all. Housing half a million people, Wangjing is famous not only for Wangjing 

SOHO, its landmark building designed by Zaha Hadid, but also for the soaring prices of high-

rise and high-density residential units. Changes in Wangjing are not unexpected in a city 

where the population nearly doubled in two decades (from 11.25 million in 1994 to 21.7 

million in 2015) (Beijing Municipal Bureau of Statistics, 2016). What is significant here, 

though, is the gap between Wangjing and the “suburb” as an analytical concept. This gap is 

important for it invites us to reflect on the spatio-temporalities of urban change in the global 

south and to rethink the validity of popular urban vocabulary in general. Ontologically, this 

inquiry is connected with the question of what is or what constitutes the urban (Amin and 

Thrift, 2017, Brenner and Schmid, 2015, Lefebvre, 2003, Scott, 2017). The unfolding of the 

urban process in cities like Beijing enables us to capture and analyse both the material and 

non-material dimensions of urban change and to speak back to those debates.  

 

To achieve such a goal, however, we have to deal with an epistemological tempt first, where 

claims to “globality” (Roy, 2015, 345) discursively reduce the spatialities of the urban 

process into a one-dimensional frame – one that is endorsed by such binaries as urban/ 
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suburban and centre/ periphery. According to these, it is argued that a “suburban world” “has 

become a universal process” (Hamel and Keil, 2015, 3-4; emphasis added), where global 

urban changes are seen as equivalent to “suburban expansion” and “peripheral urban growth” 

(ibid.). Concurring with the view of Harvey (1996a) that the city should be seen more as a 

process than a thing, I want to draw here on observations from China to interrogate the 

(in)validity and limits of discourses that draw on the idea of the “suburb.” The key argument 

is quite straightforward: Instead of wrapping up discussions with “heterogeneous suburban 

worlds” (Hamel and Keil, 2015), we should consider getting rid of desires for universality or 

concerns for linguistic equivalence embodied in the term “suburb” (and “suburban worlds”). 

Only in this way can we provincialize various unwarranted yet often hegemonic English 

language assumptions in much of the urban studies literature. For, urban experiences on 

different frontiers are indeed connected but are not commensurable. Each is inscribed in a 

historical-geographical conjuncture and shaped by local-historical conditions in 

heterogeneous ways – and they are often embodied in their own vernacular “names.” In this 

regard, we should interrogate the hegemonic ways of translating these names and foreground 

locally-embedded yet globally-oriented “translingual practices” (see Liu, 1995) instead. In so 

doing we will be able to recognise the power of local terms in narrating respective stories of 

the urban frontier and in facilitating dialogues with each other. This paves a promising way to 

empower ourselves, linguistically, so as to “think cities through elsewhere” (see Robinson, 

2016a).  

 

In the next section, I will propose the analytical framework of the “translational turn” by 

engaging with recent progress in the urban studies literature, where improper vocabularies of 

the urban have been increasingly reflected upon. The third section will foreground debates on 

the discourses (names) of urban frontiers and interrogate the improper use of suburb(ia) as a 
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master narrative. This also marks the first half of empirical investigations in this paper, where 

the urban studies literature is rendered into materials for discourse analysis. This is followed 

by the fourth section – and the second half of empirical discussions – where Jiehebu, a 

Chinese expression of Beijing’s urban-rural juncture, is examined. It is a local, historical and 

fluid term that delimits not only “the city yet to come” but also the urban process unfolded as 

a whole, hence enabling more global dialogues with a creative destabilisation of translingual 

practice. This paper concludes with a summary as well as a call for doing global urban 

studies in a more cosmopolitan way. Data were collected through two spells of fieldwork 

between 2014 and 2015, together with follow-up research from 2017 to 2019. The materials 

consulted here include field observation notes, interviews with the state and non-state actors, 

government documents, news reports, archives and memoirs.  

 

The “strange language” in urban studies 

More than one decade ago, Simone and Boudreau (2009) coordinated a writing experiment to 

unveil “the strange language of urbanization.” They highlighted the articulations between 

“emplaced yet always mobile voices” to make a trans-urban language of urbanisation 

possible, which hopefully could facilitate conversations that have so far only been weakly 

mediated (ibid., 990). This call has its harbingers. Sachs (1988) and Harvey (1996a) have 

both questioned improper uses of language and reminded us of the difficulty of designing “an 

adequate language” to investigate urban questions globally. While Harvey intends to see the 

language issue in a metaphoric way, as another label for the “conceptual apparatus” in urban 

studies, some other works have focused on linguistic forms per se in their studies of the 

vocabulary of the urban. These discussions pave the way for my further engagements with 

the development of this “strange language” through what I label “the translational turn.” This 
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turn, to be elaborated in this section, will help to facilitate translingual practices for more 

global urban studies on the one hand, and, on the other, shed light on discussions regarding 

dialectical relations between generality and particularity as a critical epistemological concern.  

 

Reflecting on a long idealist tradition of separating the word and the thing from Plato, 

Raymond Williams (1977, 22) comments that language has never been studied properly for 

its own sake but only to be taken as representations of or instruments for some other concerns 

– the logic, the grammar and the rhetoric, for example. As an alternative, he engages with and 

develops the linguistic philosophy of Voloshinov (1973) and proposes foregrounding the 

agency of language in the social world. For Williams, language is “a dynamic and articulated 

social presence in the world” in which signs are better seen as the products and living 

evidences of this continuing process (1977, 37-38). Though his idea has not been explicitly 

employed in the field of urban studies, previous empirical studies have indeed highlighted 

similar concerns. In discussing the revival of the “Slum” in global policy discourses, for 

instance, Alan Gilbert (2007) interrogates that what is underlying this revival is the eagerness 

of international organisations to justify their existence – but with the damaging cost of re-

establishing negative associations between this term and the people living there, who might in 

turn be labelled as “undesirables.” This suggests that “words need to be employed carefully” 

(Gilbert, 2007, 697) since language, as an activity, lies at the centre of our making and 

understanding of society (Williams, 1977, 23).  

 

The effort to attend to “words” and to language issues in general is increasingly apparent in 

recent reflections on vocabularies of the urban and urbanisation. With detailed examinations 

of popular concepts in urban studies, Schmid et al. (2018, 24-27) recognise four shortcomings, 

namely: limited in range; mostly originating in the global North; one-dimensional in 
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character; and expressing a conceptual stretching that entails decreasing precision. Across 

these popular concepts, a homogenising strategy looms large, where the local conditions and 

global diversities are often rendered into “unimportant particularities” and “simple 

translations” (ibid., 24). To move beyond this impasse, they propose building up an enriched 

vocabulary with southern urban experiences to better capture “manifold emerging urban 

situations and urban processes” (ibid., 27). This call is echoed in Bhan’s (2019) notes on 

vocabulary building from the south. Recognising the tensions between theory and practice in 

urban studies, where the former tends to be unrooted while the latter narrowly read, he 

suggests that we should move on to redefine vocabulary as “a specific kind of knowledge 

assemblage and intervention” to expand the life-worlds under consideration (ibid., 640). 

Otherwise, the “standardising tendencies” (Schmid et al., 2018) will confine both the 

empirical scope and theoretical landscape of global urban studies.  

 

This is the moment when we can see vividly how and how far language is powerfully 

affecting our making and understanding of the urban. The effects of language and vocabulary, 

though, have wider implications. Over the past few years, the urban studies literature has 

been witnessing a series of debates on “concepts” and “differences” (Robinson, 2016a) that 

yield not only theoretical but also epistemological significance. In their intervention, Scott 

and Storper (2015) argue that a general concept of the urban and a shared vocabulary of 

urban studies are required to uncover the logic of urbanisation and to better capture 

“commonalities across all types of cities” (ibid., 12). This universalizing ambition has been 

critically interrogated. For Roy (2016a), these claims are flawed by an epistemology of 

Eurocentrism and an ontology of spatial fundamentalism, which together induce misreadings 

between historical difference and empirical variation and between generalisation and 

universalisation (pp.203-206, see also Robinson and Roy, 2016, Robinson, 2016b). Peck 
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(2015), on the other hand, invites us to rethink the role and the limit of particularity in 

comparative urbanism as another approach to reflecting on the universality/ particularity 

debate. Instead of what he coins “banal particularity” and “case-study singularity,” Peck 

suggests that we practice a relational (rather than “flat”) ontology and facilitate the “round 

trips between positional analysis and relational theorising” (ibid., 179). In this regard, he 

concurs with Vainer (2014) who urges us to foreground a plural epistemology in a more 

dialogical way. And only in so doing, for Peck (2015, 171), can we have productive and 

theoretically informed conversations across contexts and positions, leading to what he calls a 

“dialogical” theory-culture. 

 

How, therefore, to proceed? There are two crucial points to attend to. First, it is a matter of 

our responsibility to bring to the fore the dialectical relations between conceptual abstractions 

and contextual positions (Jazeel and McFarlane, 2010). We should neither “equate 

abstraction with totalising essentialism” (Peck, 2015, 169) nor undermine the sense of 

empirical groundedness or historical specificity by appealing to “the enclave of urban 

theory.” This enclave, as reflected upon in recent discussions, is produced by a certain (i.e., 

Northern) theory culture (Zeiderman, 2018) with a “Nor(th)mative” epistemology (Boudreau, 

2019). Second, and related to the first issue, we need to reflect further on the language of 

dialogues between these positional analyses: In which languages are we going to enter into 

dialogues? Are they translatable with each other – and how and to what extent – in relational 

theorising? To respond to these questions, we need to conceive alternative linguistic-

translational patterns that might work better; and this marks the starting point to think about a 

“translational turn” in urban studies. 
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Towards the translational turn 

There are two significant interventions regarding the language of dialogues. One invites us to 

be cautious about the hegemonic role of English (the Anglo-Saxon hegemony) in knowledge 

production (Desbiens and Ruddick, 2006, Sidaway et al., 2004); and the other highlights the 

challenge of “untranslatability” from a postcolonial perspective (Apter, 2013, Jazeel, 2019). 

Though with different concerns, both agree that there is an uneven geography to languages. 

This geography is defined by a pattern of monolingualism, which induces “[a] presumption of 

universality” that has been embedded in “specific Western historical geographies” (Desbiens 

and Ruddick, 2006, 4) while in fact “the planet is not always written in English” (Jazeel, 

2019, 8; original italics). To overcome mono-linguistic traps, Desbiens and Ruddick (2006) 

suggest avoiding the use of metaphors/ neologisms from “other” languages since they are 

“impossible to translate” (ibid., 7). On the other hand, Jazeel (2019) tries to capture the 

productive aspect of this untranslatability and suggests that in the moments of translation 

failure we can portray how “incommensurable differences encounter one another” (ibid., 16; 

original italics). These reflections contribute a linguistic dimension to recent discussions on 

the politics of knowledge (Imhof and Müller, 2020, Sharp, 2019, Trubina et al., 2020, Zhou et 

al., 2019), where non-Anglophone scholars typically find themselves constrained by a lexical 

convergence – a convergence that involves the translation of their own languages into 

English. 

 

Languages and translations are indeed not innocent in the history of colonial expansion and 

knowledge imperialism (Fabian, 1986, Niranjana, 1992, Williams, 1977, 25-27). However, 

we should attend to the fact that “translation” is not a singular concept. Rather, its scope and 

limits are contingent on how we define it (Sakai, 1997, 2006, 2010). What is at issue, then, is 

how and how far we can conceptualise and practice translation alternatively, so as to build up 
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the “strange language” discussed earlier. Hypothetical linguistic equivalences are often put at 

the centre of translation. In this way, local cultural and historical conditions are normalised 

and neutralised to convert a translated text into the target language (Müller, 2007). For Lydia 

Liu (1995, 3), these perceived linguistic equivalences are produced by specific knowledge/ 

power relations that are often left unexamined even though they “authorise certain ways of 

knowing while discouraging others.” She hence invites us to reflect upon translation as “the 

very site of [political and ideological] struggles where a guest language is forced to encounter 

the host language” (p.26, my italics). Instead of Jazeel’s (2019) account of seeking 

encounters through translation failures, therefore, I think it is more radical to delve into the 

condition of translation and to uncover the power relations that underly such practice, and 

with no a priori judgement of “failures.” Translation is a practice, and what matters here, as 

Liu puts it, is the manner of becoming that can tell us how “the original and [the] translation 

complement each other to produce meanings larger than mere copies or reproduction” (1995, 

15). Bakhtin put it well when discussing vernacular translations in sixteenth-century Europe:  

 

“The two languages frankly and intensely peered into each other’s faces, and each 

became more aware of itself, its potentialities and limitations, in the light of the other. 

This line drawn between the languages was seen in relation to each object, each 

concept, and each point of view.” (Bakhtin, 1968, 465, cited in Liu, 1995, 19) 

 

In a more hermeneutic sense, this situation tells what Gadamer labeled “the fusion of 

horizons” (2004, 301-06). The encounter of different languages brings together historically-

determined situatednesses, and it invites the interpreter to recreate the text by preserving the 

character of his (or her) own language on the one hand, while “still recognizing the value of 

the alien, even antagonistic character of the text and its express” on the other (ibid., 389). 
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Translation is thus turned into a creative interpretation that sheds new light “on the text from 

the other language” (ibid., 387). For me, this is the process through which not only translation 

makes sense but also dialogues become possible. François Jullien (2018, 304) reminds us that 

the term “dialogue” is composed with “dia” and “logos” together – the former refers to a gap 

as well as the possibility of a route between two sides, while the latter focuses on the 

effective common of the intelligible. This common is neither given nor completed; it is 

exactly because of the distances – between cultures, languages, etc. – that we are endowed 

more possibilities, together with responsibilities, of engaging in dialogues to further explore 

that commonality.  

 

In such translingual practices, we could not only destabilise the familiar – since “the too well-

known is only a reflection of our beliefs and mental habits that are frozen” (ibid., 288-289) – 

but also capture the potentialities of translation in our encounters with each other through 

what Paul Ricoeur (2006) terms “linguistic hospitality.” Against linguistic ethnocentrism, 

where the foreign mediate is refused and cultural hegemony is sustained, Ricoeur takes 

translation as both an intellectual work and an ethical problem. What lies at the kernel is the 

pursuing of a balance, “where the pleasure of dwelling in the other’s language is balanced by 

the pleasure of receiving the foreign word at home, in one’s own welcoming house” (ibid., 

10). This process is particularly relevant here for two reasons: first, it highlights the meaning 

of translation – as a process of interpretation – in making mutual understandings possible; 

second, it urges all of us to take into account our own positionality in the politics of 

knowledge. Hegemonic institutions often hide themselves under the dilemmas defined by 

such binaries as theoretical/empirical and universal/particular. To tackle this issue, we need 

an ambition embracing the problematic of translation; it is, as Ricoeur (ibid., 8-9) puts it, “the 
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ambition of de-provincialising the mother tongue, which is invited to think of itself as one 

language amongst others, ultimately to see itself as foreign.” 

 

The significance of translation in facilitating mutual understandings and in tackling 

hegemonic institutions also explains the reason why we need to put forward a translational 

turn in urban studies. This turn is a two-fold movement: “turn to” and “turn of.” First and 

foremost, we need to acknowledge the meaning of translation in conditioning and facilitating 

dialogues, and hence to turn to translation that “entails an exposure to strangeness” and 

alterity (Kearney, 2006, xviii). For, if we are going to understand each other in a way that is 

not hegemonic, then it is crucial to recognise and appropriate differences between each other 

– in and through languages. A critical juncture here, as Topalov suggests, lies in the naming 

process where “the role of the actors of history in transforming systems of signification” 

(2017, 37) should be foregrounded. Second, this movement should also incorporate a turn of 

translation per se. Here, instead of the concern about finding equivalences between what are 

taken to be source and target languages, we should search for new ways of engaging in 

dialogues, recognising the existence and values of distances between languages. The task of 

the translator, in this regard, is a search for the impossible facing “the impassable differences 

of the peculiar and the foreign” (Ricoeur, 2006, 9). Echoing Vainer’s (2014, 54) recognition 

that any form of universality is always incomplete and limited, it is equally critical to notice 

that no translation can be perfect. But we still need to do it, since this is the only way to bring 

different people together in dialogues and expose cultural hegemony. For this purpose, what 

we should focus on is the articulation between languages rather than the difference ticked out 

for identification (Jullien, 2018, 291-297). With these reflections in mind, I now turn to an 

elaboration of this concern about gaps and routes between different names assigned to the 

frontiers of the urban. 
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Heterogeneous “suburban” worlds? 

When we talk about the urban in a relational and processual way, as was suggested by 

Harvey (1996a, 1996b) and Lefebvre (2003), one of the most significant moments in the 

urban process is what we often label “urban periphery” (Simone, 2010, 2019), “urban 

margin” (Thieme et al., 2017, Zhao, 2017b) or “urban frontier” (Smith, 1996, Sarma and 

Sidaway, 2020). This moment of the urban, as Simone (2010, 54) aptly puts it, is opaque 

because it signals the city yet to come – hence we are unable to “clearly identify just what is 

‘coming and going’.” Facing this “marginalised cityness” (ibid., 39) and its diverse and 

dynamic layers, however, there is a tendency in the urban studies literature to name them 

with one and the same term – the suburb. Reminded of the fact of difference, there is – 

equally tendentially – a retreat into the idea of “heterogeneous suburban worlds” (Hamel and 

Keil, 2015, Wu and Shen, 2015). Between this particular claim of “heterogenous suburban 

worlds” and actually-existing and dynamic urban frontiers in the global south, we can see 

how and how far the understanding of differences is limited by hypothetical linguistic 

equivalences. 

 

“Suburb” is certainly an accurate term to depict a certain type of urban frontier in a given 

moment of Anglophone history. The urban frontier then and there was closely linked to a 

combination of industrial restructuring, transportation innovation, the maturation of real 

estate industries, failures in developing central cities, and intensified racial antagonisms 

(Beauregard, 2006), all then wrapped up in post-war/ cold-war geopolitical conditions. While 

this term has been applied to other contexts, people have realised that the idea of suburbia as 

a “bourgeois utopia” (Fishman, 1987) is by no means “universal.” Parisian experiences, for 
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example, clearly rejected such an idea, as in the so-called “Red Belt” (ibid.). Indeed, in the 

very large literature on this topic, there have been consistent endeavours to try to define 

suburb in a more explicit and global way (Forsyth, 2012, Harris, 2010, Harris and Larkham, 

1999). While cases from elsewhere are attended to, and ones which more often than not differ 

from the stereotypes of “the” suburb, keywords like low density, peripheral location and 

newness still prevail. With the goal of “a minimum definition to which suburbs everywhere 

conform” (Harris, 2010, 26), we can see a reluctance to admit that other frontiers of the urban 

might be ontologically different from the suburb as it is conventionally conceived. What is at 

work here is linguistic ethnocentrism: a vivid instance of what Jullien (2018, 289) describes 

as frozen “beliefs and mental habits.”  

 

Richard Harris admits in a co-edited volume that he “was for many years happily naïve in his 

use of language, assuming that a suburb was, after all, a suburb” (Harris and Vorms, 2017, ix; 

my emphases). It is only recently, when he engaged with the naming process more deeply, 

and together with researchers from elsewhere, that Harris gradually recognised the variety of 

local terminologies applying to the urban periphery and realised that “a suburb by any other 

name was not necessarily a suburb” (ibid., ix). In the broad space-time between post-war 

Anglophone suburbs and Harris’s reflection, people from elsewhere have no other choice but 

to tell their own history and geography of the urban “in reference to the master narrative” 

(Roy, 2016a, 205, see also Mufti, 2005). It is exactly in this situation that Harris (2010, 21-22) 

has recognised a disjuncture that has been consistent in discussions on cities of the global 

south, where “suburbs” (mainly refer to the middle-class and gated communities) and 

“squatter settlements” (where the informality looms large) are treated separately, “as if they 

define and inhabit worlds that are not only different but also unrelated.” While Harris 

acknowledges that “such schizophrenic thinking never made sense” (2010, 22), he does not 
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manage to uncover the linguistic root of this disjuncture: it is exactly the use of the term 

“suburb” that has been limiting the work of both southern urban researchers and global urban 

studies. Constraining the canons of accuracy and ways of viewing, the hegemonic power of 

terms like suburb has accordingly been consolidated, which in turn sustains “the enclave of 

urban theory” (see Zeiderman, 2018). 

 

Suburb and suburban, as analytical concepts, make sense only to the extent that we can take 

them as “an encompassing perspective to globally study urban edges in their 

multidimensional complexity” (De Vidovich, 2019, 8). Nevertheless, this realization is not 

always accepted. Roger Keil, the coordinator of “the largest globally scaled research project 

on suburbanisation and suburbanisms” (Keil, 2017, 38 in e-book edition), urges us to 

investigate the urbanisation process through the lens of suburbanisation since this 

phenomenon is “universal” no matter how we label its form – either with “suburban” or “any 

[other] equivalent concepts” (ibid., 39-40; my emphasis). At this point, therefore, a further 

question emerges: is it “useful to assemble a wide array of very different urban experiences 

under such a conceptual umbrella of ‘global suburbanisms’” (Schmid et al., 2018, 26)? This 

question has a historical echo from three decades ago, when Terry McGee (1989, 1991) 

wrapped up his studies of urban-rural relations in Asia into “the desakota process.” With this 

term from Bahasa Indonesia (desa refers to the village and kota the town), McGee aimed to 

depict the character of urban change in Aisa where the rural and urban sectors seemed to be 

“fused and complementary” (1989, 96), both rooted in “a distinctive agro-ecological setting” 

(McGee, 1991, 18). This endeavour is remarkable, especially when we take into 

consideration an associated reminder:  
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“… [there is] a need to look for terms and concepts in the languages of developing 

countries that reflect the empirical reality of their societies. Reliance solely on the 

language and concepts of Western social science, which have dominated the analyses 

of non-Western societies, can lead to a form of ‘knowledge imperialism’.” (McGee, 

1991, 23-24). 

 

While this vernacular (though ad hoc) term did contribute to the then emerging discussions 

on “extended urbanisation” (see McGee and Robinson, 1995, Rigg, 1998), it soon gave way 

in the theoretical landscape of urban studies to another universalising, “non-local” term: peri-

urbanisation (Webster, 2011, 632, footnote 5, see also Leaf, 2016, Shatkin, 2016, Tian and 

Guo, 2019). This term describes “a phenomenon long familiar to urbanists” and according to 

Friedmann (2011, 426-427) could be included as part of “a city region.” With reference to 

East and Southeast Asia, some have even suggested bringing back Patrick Geddes’ idea of 

the “conurbation.” According to this view, what we currently observe there has been taken to 

be another form of what Geddes recognised in Germany’s Ruhr in 1915, though admittedly 

with an “unprecedented scale and intensity” (Friedmann and Sorensen, 2019, 1).  

 

What has been overlooked under these conceptual umbrellas that move around the world? 

The distinctive agro-ecological setting highlighted by the term desakota disappears, which in 

turn renders difficult, if possible at all, dialogues between those different names, concepts and 

ecological settings. In this moment of whithering a particular periphery, in the process of 

theory-making, the south gets peripheralized (Simone, 2010, 39-40). For Simone, 

complementaries between the rural and the urban are so critical in Africa and Southeast Asia 

that they are in a sense the geographical condition of moral economies there, working 
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through what he coins the “translocal topography” (ibid., 53, see also Kusno, 2019, Simone, 

2019).  

 

The urban, as Roy (2016b, 814) aptly puts it, is a historical category. In the process of 

becoming urban, a constitutive outside is often erected and the agrarian and urban questions 

entangled. In India, this outside is what she used to label the “rural-urban interface” (Roy, 

2003) and more recently sees as an undecidable governmental category, within which we get 

“the invitation to read the urban from the standpoint of absence” (Roy, 2016b, 822; my 

emphasis). In other writings on urbanising India, this space of absence is also significant 

since it tells us how and how far urban formations are “largely embedded in rural environs” 

(van Duijne and Nijman, 2019, p.1993) with villages playing the role as urban infrastructures 

(Cowan, 2018, 2019). In these Asian cases of the frontiers of the urban, it becomes clear that 

we do have “heterogeneous worlds” but they are not necessarily suburban; or, to put it more 

radicaly, they are by no means “suburban.” If we follow this linguistic ethnocentricity (or a 

“concept without difference”, see Schmid et al., 2018, 26), then it is differences without 

conceptualisation that are rendered into banal particularities and removed from the empirical 

and theoretical landscapes of urban studies. This critique is now developed with observations 

from Beijing, where the distance between suburb and what is known as Jiehebu may shed 

more light on the translational turn.  

 

Unfolding the translational turn in Beijing’s Jiehebu 

 

The urban-rural juncture (chengxiang jiehebu, 城乡结合部) is at the interface of rural 

to urban transformations of population, land, economy, environment and other factors. 
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It is the area in which the contradictions between the rural and the urban are 

concentrated and intensified. This area is full of dramatic realities and complexities, 

which in turn render it the focus and crux of urban studies. From an international 

perspective, urban-rural junctures manifest themselves in different forms, problems 

and mechanisms in different countries and cities, and it is hence difficult to figure out 

a development model tailored exactly for Beijing. From the local planners’ 

perspective, three complexities are shaping this area, namely, the juxtaposition of 

rural and urban land, the vested interests of local villagers, and complicated state 

policy schemes. (Beijing Academy of Urban Planning and Design, 2013) 

 

Inspired by McGee, here I adopt the Chinese term – Jiehebu (结合部) – to illustrate Beijing’s 

“urban-rural juncture,” with the focus put on distances and routes between this term and 

urban frontiers elsewhere. The area defined by Jiehebu indeed embodies the process of 

extensive urbanisation in Beijing, where “multiple disparate trajectories of urban remaking” 

(Simone, 2019, 990) are brought to the fore. Instead of attending to such actually-existing 

dynamics, however, previous discussions in Chinese urban studies have, when depicting 

urban changes in the area, tended to borrow the term “suburb.” In addition to a critical 

interrogation of this uncomfortable fit, I also want to discuss why and how Jiehebu is a 

proper case to practice the translational turn in urban studies. Besides attending to the 

linguistic distance between Jiehebu and suburb, I also elaborate here how and how far the 

multiple trajectories and layers in/of Jiehebu point to more productive – even unexpected – 

dialogues between different frontiers of the urban.  

 

Jiehebu is clearly a historical category as it was given its name in the Maoist era. In 

accordance with Marxist-Leninist doctrines, the Party-state endeavoured to remove 
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distinctions between city and country, agriculture and industry, and manual and mental labour 

(Zhao, 2018, see also Lefebvre, 2016). It was in this context that the term Jiehebu was 

invented to indicate the vast area that surrounded the city core, yet was still characterized by 

rural settlements and arable land (Chen, 1996; originally written in 1967). Since the 1980s, 

the state’s control of migration gradually relaxed and Jiehebu witnessed a rapidly increasing 

population of migrant workers. This demographic change then intensified concerns regarding 

security, social order, political stability and the living environment (Orchard Village, 2011). 

These anxieties then gave birth to a territorial stigmatisation of Jiehebu as “dirty, messy and 

disappointing” (Shin and Zhao, 2018). At the same time, another set of policies on 

redeveloping the inner city was also proposed (Fang and Zhang, 2003, Shin, 2009), inducing 

hundreds of thousands of people to relocate outside the inner city. Consequently, the 

population in Beijing’s “near-suburb” saw a huge increase (Zhou, 1996) and this then led 

Chinese urban researchers to make references to “suburb” as a master narrative, wondering if 

suburbanisation started in Beijing (Zhou, 1996, 2010, Zhou and Ma, 2000).  

 

The “near suburb” in question by and large overlaps with Jiehebu , and it is the latter that has 

been consistently adopted by both the state and non-state actors to indicate this area: while 

the term “suburb” did appear in urban plans, it was seldom used in everyday practices. Gaps 

and distances between Jiehebu and suburb are first and foremost a linguistic issue. In Chinese, 

the “equivalent” expression of suburb – 郊 (jiao) – has a long history to mark simply the area 

outside the city wall (Zheng, 2006, see also Ren, 2017). This connotation continued in the 

modern urban planning of Beijing, where all districts outside its city wall were categorised as 

“suburban” (more than 16,000 square kilometres) while the “urban” area was less than 100 

square kilometres. In the search for linguistic equivalence, historical-geographical conditions 

as such were completely overlooked; hence the use of “suburb” subordinates a spatiality 
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rooted in Chinese urban history to a teleological temporality refined in Anglophone urban 

experiences (see reflections in Zhou, 2010, 45-55). Situated in the hegemonic regime of 

translation, “translation failures” (Jazeel, 2019) or what Ren (2017) terms “lost in translation” 

seem inevitable. These failures, however, stem from the search for equivalence rather than 

the act of translation per se. As discussed earlier, here we do have alternatives: the search for 

equivalences could and should give way to the recognition and appropriation of distances, 

strangeness and alterities, which in turn preconditions more productive dialogues.  

 

In the case of Jiehebu, and from the standpoint of global urban studies, its strangeness and 

alterity lie in multiple layers of material politics and urban political economy. These are 

embodied both in the name (label) and in the urban(ising) experiences of those living there. 

The first layer refers to state-led violence towards migrant workers. Urban ethnographic 

research shows vividly the tensions between the (late-)socialist regime and the inflow of 

migrant workers into the Jiehebu (Xiang, 2000, Zhang, 2001). Recognising territorially 

stigmatised images of this area and seeing it as “not yet urban enough,” the state legitimised 

the expulsion of migrant workers and the demolition of informal housing as necessary steps 

to making Jiehebu urban (interview with planning officer, 1 August 2014). A further effect is 

that state crackdowns are always followed by the self-relocation of migrant workers, who 

move along with the term Jiehebu as a socio-spatial label (name) – it is hence turned into a 

fluid spatiality and demarcates the socio-political frontier of the urban. On top of this, the 

third layer comes into play. This is the modernist-urbanist imagination translated into the 

state’s lucrative land business. After the 2007-2008 Global Financial Crisis, Beijing 

Municipal Government invested 113 billion Yuan in its land reservation system, which 

marked a part of the Chinese state’s rescue package. The Jiehebu area has turned out to be the 

main geographical target of this project. Otherwise put, the municipal authorities worked to 
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transform Jiehebu in a way consistent with their “world city” ideal. In consequence, some 

parts of it were turned into low-density villa communities, replicating the tastes of an 

Anglophone bourgeoisie (see Figure 1), and bringing to the state more than one trillion Yuan 

in land revenues between 2010 and 2016 (Zhao, 2017a).  

 

 

Figure 1 “Palais De Fortune”: A villa community in Sunhe 

(Source: photo by author, 17 December 2014) 

 

At first glance, this community might be a perfect case for the existence of Anglophone 

suburbs in Beijing. But there is clearly an important history which broaches the question of 

the state and property interests benefiting from it, on the one hand, and the harm that it does 

to people (migrant workers in particular) in the course of its implementation, on the other. 

Between the myth of suburb and the actually-existing Jiehebu, we can see why and how 
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hundreds of thousands of people were displaced to produce new spaces for villas. 

Furthermore, this is also accompanied by the state’s ambition to upgrade Beijing as a city to 

“world-class” and “first-class” status, where the “external coercive power” of international 

capital (Harvey, 1989), including the norms of what is an acceptable landscape and built form, 

looms large. Jiehebu is dynamic and fluid, embodying manifold spatialities and temporalities 

that are shaping, and being shaped by, the urbanisation of the state (see Hsing, 2010). It is in 

this sense a total term that defines not only the city yet to come but also the whole urban 

process that is being unfolded in Beijing. The materialities of Jiehebu render impossible its 

equivalence to suburb, yet this impossibility can be helpful for the translational turn in urban 

studies. Recognising gaps and distances between the two, we are in turn enabled (or 

persuaded) to destabilise the familiar mental habits embodied in suburb on the one hand and, 

on the other, to de-provincialise this vernacular term, so as “to think of itself as one language 

amongst others, ultimately to see itself as foreign” (Ricoeur, 2006, 9).  

 

In this process, we are experiencing both movements of the translational turn: “turn to” and 

“turn of.” Instead of seeing the gap as a failure, it is more proper to take the process of 

translation as one in which exposures to strangeness and alterity are necessarily entailed. To 

recognise and appropriate differences between each other, as discussed earlier, is a key 

approach to mutual understanding – and this can happen only when we turn to translation to 

facilitate what Gadamer (2004) labels “the fusion of horizons.” In addition, the Jiehebu case 

also presents vividly the impasse of searching for any hypothetical linguistic equivalence, and 

this leads to the second movement: turn of. In contrast to the traditional mode of “translation” 

where Jiehebu is only measured by “default” connotations of the Anglophone suburb, we are 

now more familiar with the risks of this linguistic ethnocentrism and are equipped to 

conceive a new approach in which distances between languages are recognised and valued. 
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This marks the starting point to make dialogues that are outside the traditional “enclave of 

urban theory” – and hence more global. For instance, we are able to think about articulations 

between Jiehebu and McGee’s desakota without suburb as the intermediary, so as to better 

capture the differentiated nexuses between the state and the social infrastructures at the urban 

frontier. Likewise, similarities and distances between Jiehebu and India’s rural-urban 

interface are promising in investigating the dynamic relations between urban formations and 

rural environs and in contributing to debates on the ontology of the urban. This is how, in the 

end, Jiehebu can be foreign and de-provincialised, as any other vernacular term, all playing 

critical roles in depicting “the impassable differences of the peculiar and the foreign” 

(Ricoeur, 2006, 9) – through the translational turn and for more global urban studies.  

 

Conclusion 

“Can others speak?” This is a rephrasing of Spivak’s (1988) powerful intervention decades 

ago. In the last two decades, when postcolonial reflections in urban studies have been 

increasing, an equally developed trend still worries: most of these reflections are yet written 

in English. While admittedly more southern urban experiences have been introduced in the 

light of comparative urbanism and other postcolonial approaches, it seems that most – if not 

all – of us still have to refer to the “master narratives” in doing research, as evidenced not 

least by the hegemonic role of “suburb” in talking about the urban frontiers. This is a cultural 

hegemony inherent in the pattern of monolingualism (Desbiens and Ruddick, 2006, Sidaway 

et al., 2004) – or, to be more specific, in the linguistic ethnocentrism where “other” languages 

have to be interpreted through English with hypothetical equivalences being established 

between them. Claiming that we should move beyond Euro-centrism, we remain trapped 

linguistically. On occasions where this risk is recognised, translation turns out to be the 
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scapegoat (Apter, 2013, Jazeel, 2019) and it seems we have to choose between two options: 

either to respect differences by refusing dialogues, or to pursue theoretically informed 

conversations while ignoring empirical groundedness or historical specificity. This dilemma 

has some other variations – such as theoretical vs. empirical and universal vs. particular – and 

all share the same linguistic presumption: dialogues are not possible without presuming 

equivalences between the different languages that are involved.  

 

But things are not always like this, and there are alternative approaches. Drawing on the 

philosophies of language and hermeneutics, here I have foregrounded Gadamer’s (2004) 

“fusion of horizons” to illustrate why and how the encounter of different languages could 

allow the interpreter to recreate the text; and in such a way that one’s own language and the 

“alien” language is meeting on equal ground and incorporated with each other. In this 

creative interpretation, translation is turned into the “welcoming house” where “the pleasure 

of dwelling in the other’s language is balanced by the pleasure of receiving the foreign word 

at home” – which is what Ricoeur (2006, 10) terms “linguistic hospitality.” A call for a 

translational turn in urban studies stands to develop these insights further. To better capture 

global urban conditions, we should recognise the necessity of translation that exposes us to 

strangeness and alterity on the one hand and de-provincialises (i.e., globalises) our mother 

tongues on the other hand. On top of this, it is equally important to acknowledge that the 

focus of translation should be shifted from the search for hypothetical equivalence to the 

appropriation of gaps and distances for enabling more productive dialogues. No perfect 

translation is possible and hence we need to consistently retranslate, through which we can 

engage in continuing dialogues with each other. This is a rewarding framework that has been 

illustrated by reference to Beijing’s Jiehebu and more can be done.  
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In a recent intervention on proletarian politics, James Ferguson (2019) suggests that we 

should interrogate too-familiar historical analogies with creative destabilisation to “open up a 

broader set of analogic possibilities” (ibid., 5). Instead of appealing to Marxist connotations 

of this term, he describes an alternative connection between the proletariat in South Africa 

today and its counterpart in ancient Rome, which in turn reveals some new, maybe non-

capitalist yet more brutal characteristics of urban politics in the south. My discussion is in 

parallel to Ferguson’s, in the sense that we also need to rethink geographical analogies for 

more global urban studies. Attending to the linguistic issue, I have discussed how and how 

far popular analogies in urban studies are more or less enabled by various linguistic 

equivalences. In contrast to this approach, where the familiar and often hegemonic beliefs 

and mental habits dominate, we can make use of alien or foreign mediates (such as the term 

Jiehebu) to enrich the vocabularies of the urban. In the long journey from local urban 

experiences to global and theoretically informed dialogues, such linguistic elements mark a 

key bridge. Here, in line with what Sheppard et al. (2015) coin a spatiotemporal conjunctural 

approach to theorising cities, translation is a tool to bring to the fore concrete and lived 

experiences elsewhere that shape respective “urbans” and are embodied in their naming of 

the “urban.” It is difficult to depict such processes or understand the different names without 

distances, which precondition the fusion of horizons and enable our dialogues with each other. 

In this sense, translation is not only an intellectual work but also an ethical task, and it is 

getting even more urgent now since we are at the critical conjuncture of globalisation – in the 

time of Brexit, Trumpism, and COVID-19.  
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